GO | NEY, KANUN, LAPTOP & MULTICHANNEL SURROUND SOUND
PERFORMANCE TIME: 1 hour
The following technical rider is sufficient when the work is performed in a medium-sized hall with
capacity up to 250 people. The model and number of speakers may vary accordingly. The two
instrumentalists (ney and kanun) are positioned on stage and the laptopist in the centre of the hall
surrounded by the audience. The loudspeakers are placed in a circular fashion around the hall.

PROVIDED BY THE VENUE
AUDIO
- 8 x GENELEC 8050b Loudspeakers or equivalent with speaker-stands.
Configuration: L, R, Lsur, Rsur, Lrear, Rrear, Cfront, Crear.
- 1 X Subwoofer
- Mixing Desk: 10 ins / 16 outs
- 2 X Shure sm57 microphones
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- 1X stage box (3 ins / 2 stereo outs)
- Dual Equaliser/Compressor/Reverb Unit (can be part of the mixing desk)
- 2 X wireless in-ear monitors
CABLES
- 9 X [XLRF (or 1/4" TRS depending on desk) -> XLR M] : ca.20m, appropriate length/type to connect
desk to speakers/subwoofer
- 3 X [XLRM -> XLRF] : ca. 8m, appropriate length to connect instruments to stage box
- 8 X [1/4" TRS Jack -> 1/4" TRS Jack] : ca. 2m, appropriate length to connect laptop to desk
- 1 X multipin cable for stage box, appropriate length to connect desk to instrumental mics
VARIOUS
- 1 X ethernet cable : ca. 50m, actual length depends from the distance between the FOH mixer (where
the laptop is situated) and stage.
- 1 X VGA cable : ca. 50m, actual length depends from the distance between the FOH mixer (where the
laptop is situated) and stage.
- 1 X TFT display
- 2 X mic stands
- 3 X music stands with LEDs
- 3 X musician's chair
- 1 X Table : enough to fit laptop & audio interface
- Lighting conditions for stage & desk
POWER
Needed for mixer, laptop, etc at central position, for each speaker positioned around the audience and
on stage.

PROVIDED BY THE ARTISTS
-1 X preamp for kanun's contact microphone
-1 X custom-made kanun instrument
-3 X custom-made ney instruments
-1 X 15'' macbook 2.3GHZ, 8GB ram
-1 X MetricHalo 2882 audio interface
-1 X LPD8 AKAI usb controller
-1 X Shure sm57 microphone
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